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PS-6 Power Supply module 
 
With this PS-6 module one can build a compact stereo or bridged 
(Monoblock) 230mm wide amplifier. 
 
While using this PS-6 power Supply module  it is a compact design, 
fitting two amplifier modules, so you could use it as a stereo amp.  
However we designed it to act as a powerful monoblock, to be positioned close to your speakers. 
 
 
This PS-6 power Supply PCB highlights: 

o Space saving construction in combination with TWO CS-80 LP Current Stage modules. 
o 2x3 Mundorf MLGO 10.000uF/63V, Low ESR, 105ºC power capacitors. 
o RF-interference blocking capacitors in strategic positions. 
o Back plane are Voltage + and – rails. 
o Front plane is ground (earth) only.  
o Separate ground tracks for input signal and VS-ground to centre tab. 
o Gold plated connectors with multiple pin connections, for direct contact with CS-board. 
o Dimensions match exactly to 2x CS-80 LP combination with NEW mini Pesante Dissipante 230x120x300mm. 
o No wiring needed, except for connectors, rectifier and transformer connections. 
o Dimensions: 140x135x55mm. 
o It leaves space for a Ø130mm transformer in the new MODU mini Pesante Dissipante cabinet. 
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MONOBLOCK 
MODU developed a 230mm wide, 120mm high, 300mm deep Pesante Dissipante like model. 
While using this PS-6 Power Supply board, a 230mm wide stereo/bridged amplifier can be built, using  
two CS-80 modules facing each other, both sitting on a 120x300x40mm heat sink ((0,40K/W). 
Width of this cabinet is not enough to fit two stacked PS-80 Power Supply models, so use this compact one. 
Positioning the CS-80’s as close to the front as possible, there is room for a max. Ø130mm transformer and 
connectors. For that reason the PCB needed to be only 100mm wide, leaving just enough space for the trafo. 
Stereo aprox. 2x 110W in 8 ohms, 2x 220W in 4 ohms, Bridged 400W in 8 ohms.  
Bridged in 4 ohms, the temperature is the limiting factor, but estimated around 600W. 
In order to give the transformer as much space as possible, the VS-board has to be stack mounted, resulting in 
the fact that the MLGO caps on the CS-module can’t sit there, so smaller ones are needed here (CS-80LP). 
 

MIRRORING 
Due to our symmetrical designs, the voltage of ALL PS-, CS- and VS- boards can be inverted, just by rotating the 
elco’s and rectifier by 180º !!  If you wonder what the meaning of this is: with this PCB we demonstrate what 
the use is of reversing polarity of the amplifier power supply leads.  
Due to this very practical possibility the power supply board layout becomes most easy: just straight, wide 
tracks (green, bottom side) for all voltage rails without crossing of the + and – voltage rails.  
Normally, basic delivery of VS- and CS-modules is where the + is on the right side, as the pictures shows as 
well. In this construction the left side amplifier has to be built with reversed polarity, meaning that all polarity 
sensitive components like transistors, IC’s, diodes and elco’s on these VS- and CS-modules need  to be 
exchanged resp. rotated by 180º and so setting the voltage to + and -  instead of   - and +  . That’s all -) 
 

WIRING 
The + and – tabs lead to corresponding connections of the rectifier, elco’s and both amp modules. 
In the middle there are two (green) ground tracks for input signal and VS-module ground leading to the centre 
tab which should be connected to earth in order to minimise hum and noise. These tracks are free of any 
other signal. F.e. the input ground track only leads to the frequency limiting input components and input 
ground connector. 
The top of the PCB (blue) is about completely ground, also connected to the centre tabs. 
The middle tab is meant to connect to earth, the other two lead to the transformer inner windings. 
The AC connections of the rectifier lead to the remaining two outer wires of the transformer, see picture 
below. Connect the input/output connectors as given in the datasheets of the amp modules. 
 

CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS 
The bottom connector of our CS-modules are meant to connect a symmetrical power supply to it.  
This PS-6 Power Supply module fits to this connector for two CS-modules facing each other. 
The some shorter connectors could fit our Voltage regulator OR Protection modules.   
 
Unfortunately there is no room left on the PCB for a rectifier, so this has to be mounted elsewhere.   
We suggest to mount it on top of the transformer. Use the metal types with a hole in the middle.  
This is most compact and having minimal wiring. Just add a double windings transformer to it and ready. 
No further wiring needed, just transformer and input/output lines. A clean amp without bundles of wires. 
 
NOTE: reverse the left amp voltage rails ! 
 
 
Check our website for ordering 
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